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Fridge Freezers

Internal features
> Dairy compartment - optimised internal capacity includes 

separate compartment for fruit and dairy products.
> Reversible basket with divider - multiple storage options by 

separating fridge contents or alternatively allowing longer 
items to be positioned along the length of the cabinet.

> Drain plug - integrated into fridge base for effortless 
cleaning.

> Integrated evaporator - designed as an integral part of the 
interior cabinet, ensuring simplified cleaning and optimum 
use of internal storage space.

> Internal LED light - low power draw LED light with magnetic 
switch turns off when lid is closed.

External features
> Secop compressor - highest quality, Secop Compressor 

with smart electronic control system enables rapid cool 
down to target temperature.

> Durable detent hinge - stainless steel detent hinge ensures 
the lid can be easily released and securely slid back into 
place.

> Rear clips - rear clips secure 12/24v and 100-240v cables, 
preventing the plug from being accidentally disconnected.

> Lid with integrated seal - tough, two piece injection 
moulded lid incorporates a recessed seal, preventing 
excessive wear and damage.

> Front latch - simple 
to use, large over-
centre cam lock latch 
provides a positive 
seal between the 
lid and cabinet for 
maximum cooling 
efficiency.

> Control panel - easily 
accessible, recessed 
front control panel 
with maintenance-free 
digital temperature 
display (no dedicated 
battery required).

> Recessed handles - 
powder coated steel 
handles, engineered 
to double as tie down 
points.

> Durable case - 
powder coated, robust 
zinc steel cabinet 
sides designed to 
withstand extreme off 
road conditions.

> Rubber feet - 
integrated into fridge 
base for increased 
grip and stability.

ARB Remote Fridge Freezer Monitor
DA8933
Allows you to monitor the operating condition of your ARB 
fridge/freezer from the comfort of your driving seat.
> Multiple receiving channels for minimised transmission  
 disruptions.
> Large easy viewing backlit display.
> Ability to monitor 2 ARB fridge/freezers.
> 30m line of sight or 15m interrupted transmission.
> Quick release bracket for easy removal of LCD display.
> Temperature displayed in either ºC or ºF.
> Power supply 12V.

10801353 
35 Litre ARB Fridge
Great for short trips or as a 
second fridge, the 35L Fridge 
Freezer suits many compact 
SUV’s due to its low height and 
small footprint.

10801473 
47 Litre ARB Fridge
Suitable for many medium to 
large SUV’s, the class leading 
47L ARB Fridge Freezer is your 
perfect travelling companion.

10801603 
60 Litre ARB Fridge
Perfect for family trips or off road 
touring, the 60L Fridge Freezer 
features a low profile to suit 
roller drawer systems, larger 
4WDs, boats & camper trailers.

10801783 
78 Litre ARB Fridge
With a huge capacity, the 78L 
Fridge Freezer provides sufficient 
space to keep a touring family 
well stocked with cold food and 
drinks during off road tours.

Capacity 35 litres (50 x 375ml cans) 47 litres (72 x 375ml cans) 60 litres (90 x 375ml cans) 78 litres (120 x 375ml cans)

Cooling Capacity +10ºC to -18ºC

Weight 20.7kg 22.5kg 24.5kg 27.1kg

External Dimensions - (H) x (W) x (D) 428 x 380 x 705mm 508 x 380 x 705mm 428 x 450 x 845mm 508 x 450 x 845mm

Fruit & Dairy Compartment
- (H) x (W) x (D) 126 x 285 x 151mm 206 x 285 x 151mm 126 x 355 x 151mm 206 x 355 x 151mm

Main Compartment - (H) x (W) x (D) 321 x 285 x 337mm 401 x 285 x 337mm 321 x 355 x 477mm 401 x 355 x 477mm

Power Built-in 12/24V DC and 100-240V AC power with integrated battery protection system

Transit Bag 10900042 10900043 10900044 10900045

Fridge freezer 12V DC power cable 10910076 10910076 10910076 10910076

Fridge freezer tie-down kit 10900010 10900010 10900010 10900010

Fridge freezer slide - standard 10900021 10900021 10900022 10900022

Fridge freezer slide - full extension 10900029 10900029

A perfect fridge
for any

travelling adventure

ARB Fridge Freezer Transit Bags
Shields your fridge from dents and scratches while also 
providing additional insulation in extreme temperatures. 
Made of tough, durable canvas, the functional ARB transit bag 
features a handy side pocket for items such as the power 
cord or instruction booklet, as well as openings for the fridge’s 
rubber feet, power cables and drain plug hole.
And most importantly, includes an ARB bottle opener!

Overview 
The tried and proven ARB Fridge Freezer has been keeping 
food and drinks cold for  many years now they've been given a 
fresh new look and some cool little upgrades! One of the most 
exciting new updates is the free transmitter module which 
allows remote display and control via an Android or Apple 
Smartphone or ARB LINX device. A colour scheme inspired by 
the ARB Jack, the gun-metal fridge body contrasts perfectly 
with the black plastics and will look right at home in the back 
of a wagon, underneath an ARB Canopy. See all the updates, 
features and benefits of these fridge freezers - 
www.britpart.com/fridges 

Communication
A new transmitting module 
has been introduced 
that utilises Bluetooth® 
connectivity allowing both 
monitoring and control 
of your Series 2 Fridge/
Freezer. Whether you’re 
in the driver’s seat or 
relaxing in your camp 
chair, keeping an eye on 
the temperature of your 
beers has never been so 
easy – it can all be done 
on your Apple or Android 
Smartphone or ARB LINX 
device. For existing ARB 
Fridge customers, the 
new transmitter is also 
backwards compatible 
on any ARB Fridge 
manufactured post 2014 
however, functionality is 
limited to display only - see 
website for more details.

More information is 
available online at 
www.britpart.com

ARB products available in the UK only.

FRIDGE FREEZER SLIDE &  TIE-DOWN KIT

CONTROL BY APP

Food Storage
CAMPING EQUIPMENT
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10802361
36 Litre 
ARB Single Zone Fridge

10802443
44 Litre 
ARB Single Zone Fridge

10802603
60 Litre 
ARB Single Zone Fridge

10802693
69 Litre 
ARB Dual Zone (24L/45L)

10802963
96 Litre 
ARB Dual Zone (41L/55L)

Capacity 36 litres 
(47 x 375ml cans)

44 litres 
(65 x 375ml cans)

60 litres 
(96 x 375ml cans)

69 litres (87 x 375ml cans 
with divider, 108 without)

96 litres 
(144 x 375ml cans)

Cooling Capacity -22°C to +10°C

Weight 22.2kg 23.9kg 28.0kg 31.0kg 36.6kg

External - (L) x (W) x (H) 675 x 423 x 436mm 675 x 423 x 496mm 755 x 469 x 496mm 755 x 469 x 564mm 935 x 548 x 509mm

Internal - Upper - (L) x (W) x (H) 482 x 292 x 143mm 482 x 292 x 203mm 580 x 326 x 197mm 380 x 326 x 264mm 354 x 403 x 209mm

Internal - Lower - (L) x (W) x (H) 316 x 292 x 180mm 316 x 292 x 180mm 402 x 326 x 180mm 202 x 326 x 180mm 176 x 403 x 180mm

Internal - Rear Zone - (L) x (W) x (H) N/A N/A N/A 170 x 326 x 444mm 354 x 403 x 389mm

Power 12/24V DC / 100-240V AC Integrated battery protection system

Current Draw 0.8Ah* 0.8Ah* 0.8Ah* 2.9Ah** 3.1Ah***

Transmitting Module Bluetooth connectivity allows 2-way communication on your mobile device

Features  > Front opening, quick 
release lid

 > Removable upper basket 
with built-in folding 
access door

 > Front opening, quick 
release lid

 > Removable upper basket 
with built-in folding 
access door

 > Side opening, reversible, 
quick release lid

 > Removable upper basket 
with built-in folding 
access door

 > Side opening, reversible, 
quick release lid

 > Dual, independently 
controlled compartments

 > Removable compartment 
lid

 > Removable compartment 
divider

 > Removable basket with 
built-in folding access 
door

 > Individual compartment, 
reversible, quick release 
lids

 > Single, removable basket 
for zone 2

 > Removable upper & lower 
basket with built in folding 
access door

 > Dual independently 
controlled cooling zones

 > Separate zone LED, auto 
switched light

Zero Fridge Freezer Range 
Features & Benefits
 > Dual, independently controlled cooling zones (dual zone 

models only)
 > Each zone can be set to fridge, freeze or off
 > Removable compartment divider and internal lid (69L dual 

zone only)
 > Integrated wireless monitoring & control via compatible 

Bluetooth enabled devices (LINX, Android & IOS)
 > Boost function for rapid cool down
 > Anti-condensation technology
 > Highly efficient, variable-speed compressor
 > Convenient USB 5V, 3000mA outlet for charging phones 

and alike (fridge must be connected to DC or AC power 
source for charging)

 > Dual DC power inlet at opposing ends for customised 
installations

 > Front AC power inlet for quick home or powered site 
connection

 > Tough, durable steel outer casing
 > Full height corner mouldings for added protection
 > Recessed carry handles with integrated tie down points
 > Quick release, front opening lid with non-slip glass/bottle 

provision (44L only)
 > Quick release, reversible, side opening lid/s with non-slip 

glass/bottle provision (60L, 69L &96L)
 > Easy-view LED display
 > Low power draw LED interior light/s
 > Versatile, removable internal basket system with provision 

for tall items/bottles

Fridge Freezers

ARB products available in the UK only.

*DC12V set at 5°C, 32°C ambient temperature. **DC12V set at -15°C zone 1, 3°C zone 2, 32°C ambient temperature ***12VDC set at -15°C zone 1, 3°C zone 2, 32°C ambient temperature

Zero Fridge Wireless Monitor & Control 
Monitor and control your Zero Fridge/
Freezer on LINX* or a compatible 
Bluetooth enabled device 
Displays
 > Target and cabinet temperatures 

(multi-zone for dual zone models), 
 > Compressor status (run, boost, idle & 

standby) 
 > Battery voltage 
 > Mode setting (up to 3 different user 

defined modes) 
 > Fridge name (user defined) 

Controls
 > Turn on/off 
 > Fridge temperature (either by selecting 

pre-defined user mode/s or manually 
setting temperature)  

Alter Settings
 > Disconnect fridge 

from Bluetooth 
communication 

 > Rename Fridge 
 > Normal or Boost 

mode 
 > Temperature unit 

C° or F° 
 > Battery protection 

mode (high, 
medium or low) 

 > Customise user 
mode settings 

 > Add multiple 
fridges 

 > Delete fridge 
*Compatible with LINX version 1.5 

Tie Down Kit
10900046
 > Stainless steel mount brackets with embossed branding 
 > Quick release 

buckles 
 > Includes all 

mounting 
hardware to 
suit ARB Zero 
Fridge Slides 

 > Compatible 
with all ARB 
Zero Fridge/
Freezers

More information & images on these 
fridges and accessories available at

www.britpart.com 
/fridge

10802693

10900047
Slide for ARB Zero 36L & 44L fridge/freezers 
External (closed): 747 L x 444 W x 79mm H
External (open): 1,305mm L
Sliding Tray: 731 L x 404 W x 66mm H
Weight: 15kg
Net Payload: 75kg 
10900048
Slide for ARB Zero 60L & 69L fridge/freezers – full extension 
External (closed): 946 L x 444 W x 79mm H
External (open): 1,669 L
Sliding Tray: 930mm L x 404 W x 66mm H
Weight: 18kg 
Net Payload: 120kg (main tray), 40kg (accessory tray) 

Fridge Slides 
 > Secure, versatile mounting solution for your Zero Fridge/

Freezer
 > Suitable for installation on either passenger or driver’s side 

of vehicle
 > Solid steel construction with zinc plating and black e-coated 

for superior durability
 > Sealed, heavy duty roller bearings deliver smooth operation 

and prevent dust and grit ingress
 > Clear access to the drain port of your fridge/freezer
 > Quick release locking catch can be positioned on left or 

right hand side of the slide for ease of use
 > Slide can be locked in the open or closed position
 > Integrated fridge 

feet locators to 
keep the fridge 
secure whilst in 
transit

 > Tie down 
provision for 
securing the 
fridge to the 
slide

 > Compact design 
to minimize 
cargo intrusion

Note: Fridge slide 
is not suitable for 
the Zero 96L

CAMPING EQUIPMENT
Food Storage
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Fridge Freezers

Waeco Electric Cool Bag 
VUP100140L
Thermostatically controlled temperature. 
Easy clean interior surfaces. Vertical space 
for standing 2-litres bottles. Exterior in high 
quality Oxford nylon, side in hard-wearing 
rubber coated nylon.
> Application: 12 volts auxiliary socket
> Power input: Approx. 3 A/36 W
> Capacity: 14 litres
> Cooling capacity: 

Max. 25°C below ambient temp
> Insulation: 

20mm solid polyurethane foam;   
10mm expanded foam

> Cooling unit: 
Thermoelectric elements, cooling only

> Size: Height 380mm 
 Length 380mm

  Width 220mm

Cool Bags

60L Elements Weatherproof ARB Fridge Freezer
DA1468
Capacity 60 litres
Cooling capacity +10ºC to -18ºC
Weight 31.8kg
External dimensions 435 H x 490 W x 820mm D 
Packed with the features an ARB fridge/freezer is renowned 
for and re-engineered to survive out in the elements. ARB’s 
fridge/freezer is packed with unique features that not only 
protect and secure, but also make accessing your food 
and drinks even easier. ARB’s ‘No Holds Barred’ approach 
saw their engineers include features previously left on the 
cutting room floor. To read more about this amazing piece of 
equipment go to - www.britpart.com/DA1468
Elements Accessories - more details online
10900038 Tie-down kit
10900039 Solid mount kit
10900040 Slide mount kit

10900039 10900040

10900038

The Ultimate 4WDer’s Fridge... Reinvented

ARB4206
The ARB Toastie Brander is designed to make toasted 
sandwiches on the coals of an open fire or portable burner. 
Consisting of two cast iron plates with handles formed from 
Manchurian Ash timber. The Toastie Brander can cook a 
variety of sandwiches and as the name suggests, brands the 
ARB logo onto both sides of the sandwich. Supplied with 
canvas case.

ARB Cooler Bag
10100376
360 x 270 x 220mm
With ice retention of up to 
12hrs and included plastic 
cooler brick, keep your food 
fresh and drinks cooler for 
longer. The space-saving 
design allows the ARB Cooler 
bag to be folded flat for easy 
stowing. Meanwhile, the 
internal foil lining ensures the 
bag is well insulated. With the 
included durable comfortable 
handles that make carrying a 
breeze.

Food Storage
CAMPING EQUIPMENT

Toastie Brander

 > PVC outer shell
 > Plastic ice brick
 > Storage pockets

 > Internal foil liner
 > Compression hooks
 > Gear loops & bottle opener

 > Holds 22 Cans (330 ml) 
& ice

 > Hard base

ARB Supergrip Sand Pegs
ARB4158A 
 > 4 pegs per pack
 > 370mm length
 > Polycarbonate construction
 > Multiple attachment points
 > Bright orange for best visibility
 > 80.5g each

With a unique head design, the ARB Super Grip Sand Pegs 
are able to grip more than traditional pegs in surfaces such 
as soft soil, sand and snow. Made from strong & durable 
polycarbonate, the pegs will handle the strong winds to 
sudden gusts. Packing up camp, the bright orange colour 
makes them super easy to find as well as reducing the 
potential to trip over them.

ARB Guy Rope Set With Carabiner
ARB4159A
 > 2 per pack
 > Spring tensioner
 > Aluminium toggle/tensioner
 > Aluminium carabiner – 50kg rating
 > Reflective rope for easy sight at night
 > 108g each

The spring-loaded tensioning system, featuring a heavy-duty 
spring, helps absorb shocks to the pegs in windy conditions, 
this in turn ensures your guy ropes stay taut and the peg isn’t 
pulled from the ground. Ideal for use with the ARB awnings 
as the aluminium carabiner allows it to be simply and easily 
clipped on to the awning. The ropes also feature reflective 
sections to help with visibility at night.

Tent & Awning Pegs
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Awning
DA6828 1,250 x 2,100mm
Easy to mount and operate, these self standing, retractable 
awnings fit onto the side of a roof rack and are conveniently 
stored for immediate use on arrival. Specifically designed 
for harsh outback conditions, the awnings feature height 
adjustable, telescopic legs and provide fast and convenient 
protection from the elements. Easily mounting to the side of 
most roof racks or roof bars, the awning is secured in a heavy 
duty nylon reinforced PVC bag. Constructed from tough PU 
coated 300gsm poly/cotton rip stop canvas, the awnings are 
fully waterproof and offer a UVP 50+ rating. Note - You may 
also need awning fitting brackets - 813401 or 813402 or quick 
release brackets.

Wind Break
DA6829 2,500mm Front wind break
DA6840 2,000mm Front wind break
813300 1,250mm Front wind break
DA6844 2,100mm Side wind break for all awnings
Designed to angle out from ARB awnings, these wind breaks 
offer additional protection from the rain while also providing 
extra shade and sun protection. ARB wind breaks are ideal 
for creating extra protection and storage for items like swags 
and chairs under the awning. Manufactured from lightweight 
PU coated 300gsm poly cotton canvas. Waterproof and UV 
protected with a UVP 50+ rating. Tie down points for each 
wind break to further secure the awning.
Note - Awning not included.

Awning Room with Floor
813203 2,000 x 2,100mm
DA6832 2,500 x 2,100mm
Designed to function as a fully enclosed room, the awning with 
floor provides additional weather protection and privacy. The 
awning room can be used with ARB awnings and features a 
durable floor, two large mesh windows with roll up blinds and 
a zippered door with both solid and mesh panels. It is fully 
enclosed with an integrated roof that hangs just below the 
main awning canvas. Rear wall features a central door that can 
be used to directly access the vehicle rear door or canopy 
depending on awning mounting position. Access points for 
12v/240v power leads. Supplied with hardened steel pegs and 
adjustable tension straps.

Three Wall Set
DA6834 2,500 x 2,100mm
DA6835 2,500 x 2,500mm
Comprised of three individual walls that wrap around the 
outside of ARB awning legs, the three wall set is both 
waterproof and UV protected. Manufactured from lightweight 
PU coated 300D Oxford polyester, two walls feature windows 
made from half mesh and half clear PVC, while the right hand 
wall includes a zippered door that can be rolled up out of the 
way. Connected via a zip, each wall can be used individually, 
as a pair or set. Available to suit ARB awnings. Supplied with 
hardened steel pegs and adjustable tension straps. No rear 
wall allows for full access to the vehicle. Mud/storm flaps at the 
bottom of each wall.

Mosquito Net
813101 2,500 x 2,500mm
DA6831 2,000 x 2,500mm
ARB mosquito nets are manufactured from double stitched, 
48gsm midge proof mesh and are available for ARB awnings. 
Providing a comfortable area to eat and relax, this updated 
version is now larger and includes a mud/storm flap to reduce 
grass seeds and other debris from collecting in the lower 
section of the mesh. Hardened steel pegs are supplied to 
firmly anchor the room to the ground via adjustable tension 
straps.

Awnings & Light Kit
814406 2,000 x 2,500mm
814407 2,500 x 2,500mm
When touring or camping, having adequate lighting is one of 
the most important items needed for any trip. Having good 
bright light, in the right spot and not in your eyes, will further 
enhance your overnight experience in the great outdoors.
Introducing the ARB awning and light kit, an LED light strip is 
incorporated into the awning roof. Just like in your home, good 
quality lighting is in the ceiling, not the walls - therefore placing 
the light right where it’s needed and not harshly in your eyes is 
important. The slim dimensions of the LED light strip simplifies 
pack up. The light is rolled up with the awning roof after use 
and not removed, keeping everything together for your next 
adventure (make sure the joining cable hangs out about 10cm 
from the sleeve).
The ARB awning light provides up to 1200 lumens with a 
choice of either cool white or amber colour mode and is 
dimmable via a waterproof digital dimmer switch.
Building a high performance light into the roof came with some 
challenges. One was making sure we could get the LED strip 
small enough as well as making sure we could keep them cool 
so they would not de-rate and dim prematurely. This has been 
achieved by using quality LED chips that can handle more heat 
than a standard strip light and also attaching the strip light to 
an aluminium track for heat dissipation, all sealed in a water 
tight resin.
Colour feature: Amber mode provides low bug attractant 
qualities or to provide comfortable late-night soft lighting when 
out camping or touring with current draw at 1 amp hour.
The light is powered via a fused cigarette lighter plug, with 
an additional 4 meters of insulated water proof cable and 
connectors, so the awning can be mounted on either side of 
your vehicle. Included with the wiring is a handy storage bag 
to keep all your cables together when the light is not in use.
Remember, using the appropriate ARB Quick Release Bracket 
for the awnings, you can now correctly mount the ARB 2.5m 
Awning to any dual cab trade rack.

ARB Awnings & Accessories

ARB products available in the UK only.

CAMPING EQUIPMENT
Tents, Awnings & Shelters

Features & Benefits
> 300gsm awning roof material – Heavy-duty to withstand 

the elements, mould proof treated, provides excellent UV 
reduction, one of the highest in class

> 1,000mm water head rating – Excellent water proofing
> 25mm aluminium poles and arms @ 1.2mm thickness – 

Superior strength and one of the thickest in the market
> 1000D PVC carry bag – Excellent abrasion and UV rating
> Welded and heat tape seamed seams – Quality built
> Flexible arm joints – Reduce stress and cracking
> 1200 lumen, high heat resistant LED’s with aluminium 

extrusion for heat dissipation
> Water resistant digital dimmer control – Dimmer rated to 

IP56
> Cool white LED mode – Great for cooking and preparation
> Amber LED mode – Great to reduce bugs and mood 

lighting
> Additional cable storage bag provided for when not in use
Note - You may also need awning fitting brackets - 813401 or 
813402 or quick release brackets.

LED light strip is incorporated 
into the awning roof
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Deluxe Awning Room with Floor
DA1465 2,000 x 2,500mm
DA1466 2,500 x 2,500mm
Designed to function as a fully enclosed room or mosquito net, the ARB deluxe awning room with floor provides protection from 
the weather, insects and provides additional privacy. Easy and quick to set up the ARB deluxe awning room can be used with 
2500 and 2000 model awnings and features a durable waterproof floor and its own separate ceiling to help keep you cooler. 
All main wall panels incorporate zipper operated two way solid and mesh access doors for easy access and to accommodate 
changing weather conditions. Vehicle wall is solid zipper wall only. 
> Keep dry with waterproof walls made from Oxford Polyester
> Long product life and sun protection thanks to UV treated materials
> Enjoy a ‘bug-free’ environment with ultra-fine insect mesh
> Heavy duty yet lightweight waterproof floor means a dry ground and compact storage
> Organiser pockets perfect for phones, magazines and sunblock
> Comes complete with guy ropes and steel pegs
> Cable access ports for high mounted lighting solutions
Note - Kit does not include the awning. You may also need awning fitting brackets - 813401 or 813402 or quick release brackets.

ARB Quick Release Awning Brackets 
Going one step further with your awning attachments is to have a quick release option. 
The ability to quickly unbolt your awning for storage or alternatively moving it to a different 
mounting place is now easier with the new ARB quick release awning brackets. 
The ARB quick release brackets provide excellent mounting options for all ARB awnings to 
their roof racks and cages. They provide the correct mounting and in nearly all cases with no 
drilling or modifications required to mount.
The new ARB quick release brackets are easily removable via a simple one bolt configuration.  
This allows for storage of the awning when it is not required on the vehicle, or the ability to 
move the awning between vehicles which further expands the versatility of the ARB awning.  
Installing the Kit 4 bracket to the rear of the roof rack/cages allows your awning to be moved 
from the side of your vehicle to the rear of your vehicle in minutes when you are setting up for 
camping.  This provides up to 2.5m of awning space at the rear of the vehicle. The awning will 
need to be moved back to the side of the vehicle while in transit.
Dual cab mounting with Kit 3 allows a full 2.5m awning to be fitted to the side of dual cabs with 
the correct 700mm overhang to be adhered too. ARB quick release brackets also provide 
excellent mounting options for wagons providing strength and durability where required. 
Removing the awning when not required allows for reduced weight on the vehicle and 
additional security when the awning is not required.

Kit 1 Kit 3 Kit 4 Kit 5

Small Cage Rack
2 Mount Points

Side  

Rear 

Medium Cage Rack
3 Mount Points

Side  

Rear 

Large Cage Rack
4 Mount Points

Side  

Rear 

Touring Roof Rack
3 Mount Points

Side 

Rear

Trade Roof Rack
2 Mount Points

Side  

Rear

Trade Roof Rack
3 Mount Points

Side  

Rear

Flat Roof Rack
2 Mount Points

Side

Rear 

Flat Roof Rack
3 Mount Points

Side 

Rear 

Classic Canopy Rack
Side 

Rear 

Ascent Canopy Rack
Side 

Rear 

Competitor Roof Rack
Bracket Fit

Side 

Rear

813405 Kit 1 with levelling plate
ARB quick release awning bracket

813407 Kit 3
ARB quick release awning bracket

813408 Kit 4
ARB quick release awning bracket

813409 Kit 5
ARB quick release awning bracket

> Made from powder coated 3mm steel
> Zinc plating to reduce abrasion
> Quality hardware used
> Easy setup and removal
> Styling to match ARB roof racks

> No drilling required
> Allows 2.5m awnings attachment for dual 

cabs
> Suitable for all ARB Awnings and some 

other makes

ARB Awnings & Accessories

ARB Awning Brackets
813402
Designed with welded gussets to provide 
additional strength when awnings are mounted 
to roof bars on vehicles used 
off-road or under extreme
conditions. Single.

ARB Awning 
Replacement Parts

815227
ARB awning leg - full
815230
ARB 2,500mm awning arm
815206
ARB replacement awning 
cover for 2,500mm awning

Tents, Awnings & Shelters
CAMPING EQUIPMENT

815227 815230

813401 
Galvanised bracket bolts 
directly to roof bar or flat roof 
rack panel for a simple awning 
fitment. Single.

ARB Aluminium Encased Awning
814102 2,500 x 2,500mm 
  Natural aluminium finish
814408 NEW 2,500 x 2,500mm 
  with LED lights 
  Natural aluminium finish
814412 NEW 2,500 x 2,500mm 
  with LED lights 
  Black aluminium finish
The three quick release bungee cords 
remove the need for zips while the flip-up 
lid provides unmatched simplicity. An added 
abrasion resistant material improves the 
protection of our proven 300gsm, PU coated, 
fully waterproofed and UV protected canvas 
while stowed and travelling. The awning 
is supported by heavy duty 1.2mm gauge 
x 25mm expandable aluminium poles, 
anodised for greater corrosion resistance and 
perfect for setting up by the beach.
> Aluminium housing offers strength and 

modern styling
> Quick release bungee cords on a hinged 

lid for unmatched simplicity
> Anodised aluminium for corrosion 

resistance, perfect for the beach
> PU coated canvas provides a 100% 

waterproof overhead shelter
> Ripstop canvas, a cross-hatched design, 

improves strength
> Heavy-duty poles for greater resistance to 

poor weather conditions
> Compatible with awning rooms, wind breaks

Note - You may also need awning fitting brackets - 813401 or 813402 or quick release brackets.

Complementing the design and 
sophistication of modern 4WDs, ARB’s 
aluminium encased awnings offers a 
sleek and contemporary alternative 
to traditional awning covers while 
adding improved functionality. 
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ARB Simpson Rooftop Tent & Annex 
DA8981
1,400 W x 2,400 L x 1,300mm H
The ARB Simpson III rooftop tent will provide the ultimate in 
ease and convenience when travelling. Unfolding in minutes, 
a rooftop tent provides sleeping quarters off the ground, 
protected from the elements. Spacious and comfortable, all 
bedding can remain inside the tent during the journey, freeing 
up vital storage space in the vehicle, and allowing the tent to 
be quickly and easily packed away. More images available 
online.
Features
> Incorporates an updated design and new materials for 

better strength, rigidity and water resistance.
> Manufactured from high quality, poly/cotton fabric.
> Incorporates Oxford polyester flysheet with excellent water 

shedding ability.
> Sturdy aluminium retractable ladder.
> High density bonded chip foam mattress with   

removable cover for increased comfort and durability
> Incorporates pull out veranda.
> Insect screened windows and door.
> UV stabilised laminated PVC cover.
> Bungee cord system to assist when closing.
> Easily mounted to ARB’s purpose designed roof rack.
> Can be configured to unfold off either the side or off the 

rear of the vehicle.
> All aluminium components feature an anodized finish for 

improved corrosion resistance and appearance.
> Comes complete with mounting hardware, wrenches, 

ladder, travel cover and comprehensive instructions.
> ARB awnings can also be paired with the rooftop tent.
DA1419
Simpson Annex - available separately
DA1463
ARB Simpson III ladder extension. 
Made to the highest quality, providing a convenient solution for 
vehicles with a higher than normal rack height. Required when 
rack height is over 2m.
815100
Replacement ARB Simpson III rooftop tent cover
815118
ARB tent mounting fitting kit

ARB SkyDome Single Swag Tent
SDS102 
2,150 L x 900 W x 450 to 800mm H
Weight - 10.5kg

ARB SkyDome Double Swag Tent
SDS200  
2,150 L x 1,400 W x 450 to 800mm H
Weight - 14kg

ARB BootSwag
BSWAG
When designing the new range of SkyDome swags, the boot 
mat found on numerous other swags was intentionally omitted 
due to the nature of these flaps getting dirty and soiling the 
swag when rolled up. The BootSwag is ARB’s creative solution 
to this challenge and features a zippered front flap, large boot 
mat and a dome section made from waterproof Oxford fabric. 
Being a standalone item, the BootSwag can also be used with 
other touring products including the ARB roof top tents where 
it can be placed at the foot of the ladder. 
Boot swag - 460 L x 500 W x 340mm H
Boot mate - 580 L x 500mm W
> Waterproof, heavy-duty PVC base and boot mat
> Designed to protect footwear from the elements at night
> Manufactured from PU coated Oxford polyester for optimum 

water shedding ability
> Free standing design with 4 pegs included
> Durable fibreglass bows and rod
> YKK zipper and nickel plated brass eyelets for corrosion 

resistance
> PU coated Oxford polyester storage bag

ARB Cargo Gear SkyDome Swag Bags
10100385 Single SkyDome Swag
1,000mm long x 450mm diameter
10100390 Double SkyDome Swag
1,500mm long x 450mm diameter
These ARB Cargo Gear bags have been developed 
specifically for storage and transit of the ARB SkyDome Swags. 
The bags feature moulded rubber carry handles on either end 
along with a removable shoulder strap. Unique to the swag 
bags are four adjustable tie down straps integrated into the 
bag to allow it to be secured to a roof rack without the need 
for additional straps.
> Outer shell made from tough, Oxford weave PU coated 

fabric and rubber panelling
> All seams are heat sealed and taped to ensure storm 

proofing
> Roll up top closure with ‘Sure Grip’ buckles to create water 

resistant seal
> Removable body curve shoulder strap
> Grab handles on either end of bag

ARB Tent Shoe Pockets
804402
2 x elevated shoe pockets for convenient footwear storage 
that is within reach. Suitable for the ARB Simpson III roof tent. 
Attaches to the internal sail track.

ARB Tents

DA1463

815118

Incorporating the latest in swag design and comfort, the ARB SkyDome swag has been designed from the ground up to 
meet the exact needs of 4WDers and tourers alike. To counter the claustrophobic feeling caused by some swags, ARB’s 
SkyDome range has been designed with very generous dimensions. The industry-leading height from head to hip allows 
occupants to move around freely and spread out without feelings of confinement. The large mesh areas provide excellent 
ventilation to reduce internal condensation, with additional canvas flaps and insect-proof mesh in the roof zone of the Series II 
improving cross-flow ventilation to enhance airflow and make it cooler and even more comfortable during warmer nights. The 
freestanding architecture means ARB SkyDome swag require no pegs or guy ropes when deployed on flat surfaces. Matched 
with waterproof materials and a high-density corrugated 75mm foam mattress, the SkyDome will ensure a dry and comfortable 
night’s sleep in any conditions. Rain gutters to divert water from windows. Each tent has 4 x internal storage pockets, a torch 
holder and 2 x hanging hooks.
> 500gsm – rot & mildew proofed canvas
> High tensile wax coated core spun thread
> Ultra-fine 135gsm midge proof mesh
> 970gsm PVC base
> 75mm corrugated foam with anti-microbial treatments
> Improved air ventilation
> Genuine no#10 YKK zippers with anti-corrosion
> 11mm aluminium poles

10100385

ARB products available in the UK only.

CAMPING EQUIPMENT
Tents, Awnings & Shelters
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ARB Camping Table

ARB Camping Chairs

ARB Air Locker Camping Chair
DA8929 
Rated to 120kg and has a host of features, including a 
padded seat and backrest, convenient drink holder pouch, 
side pocket with Velcro flap for your keys, wallet or other 
small items, and a mesh magazine pocket on the rear of the 
backrest. Manufactured from durable nylon Oxford weave 
material, the chair also comes with a matching carry bag for 
compact storage and transportation.

ARB Compact
Directors Chair
10500131
Rated to 130kg. The ARB compact directors chair is the 
luxurious camping chair solution! The chair features Old Man 
Emu colours, full high back support, auto folding table with 
cup holder, padded armrests, safety lock out button, unique 
any-terrain legs, integrated fully PVC welded no leak cooler 
bag and an abundance of pockets and organisers which all 
fold neatly down into an easy pack carry bag.

ARB Camping Chair
10500101
Rated to 150kg. The ARB camping chair is built with quality 
and comfort in mind. Made from durable nylon Oxford weave. 
The chair also features a convenient drink holder table, side 
pocket, additional drink holder pouch and mesh magazine 
pocket. The zippered storage bag features a shoulder strap 
making it easy to transport and is ideal for protecting the chair 
from dirt and dust when not in use.

More information 
available online

10500130 ARB Compact Aluminium Camp Table
The perfect size for packing neatly away into your vehicle, yet big 
enough to get a family of 4 around. Made from aluminium, the design 
utilises a full diameter aluminium slat providing a strong sturdy surface, 
as well as heat resistance for cooking preparation. A great place 
for dinners or another storage spot to keep your camp items off the 
ground. Cross braces are used to provide additional support providing 
a unique sturdiness not seen in similar tables. Pack up size 
is great which is all neatly stored away in a compact bag.
> Table surface size - 860 L x 700 W x 700mm H
> 22 x 22mm black anodised legs
> 600D PVC back nylon carry bag
> Table can hold up to 30kg when assembled
> Unique table pins to keep table together if moved
> Folds up easily for carrying and compact storage - 

880 L x 210 W x 125mm H

ARB Track Shelter

816001 
ARB Track Shelter Series II
816002 
ARB Track Shelter Series II Hybrid Walls
Suited for a diverse range of outdoor 
uses, the ARB Track Shelter Series II 
provides protection from the elements 
including sun, wind or rain as well as a 
hideaway from bugs and mosquitoes 
thanks to optional mesh side walls. 
The 3,000 x 3,000mm structure is 
supported by a strong 40mm hammer 
stone steel frame that houses the 420 
denier polyester silver-coated material 
canopy. As an optional extra (816002), 
the new ARB Track Shelter Hybrid 
Walls can be attached and rolled up to 
provide large mesh windows.
Note - Not intended for use as a 
permanent structure.

Camping Chairs, Tables & Stretchers

ARB Quick Fold Stretcher
10500140
Sometimes finding a soft place to set up your swag or tent is next to impossible. Anyone 
who’s had to sleep on rocks can tell you that unless you’re travelling with a pillowtop 
mattress, you’re going to feel the ground all night. The ARB Stretcher has been developed 
for use underneath your swag or on its own, it features a quick-fold design for an almost 
instant set up, meaning you can set up in a snap, giving you more time to relax and enjoy 
your surroundings. When you’re finished, the ARB Stretcher packs up quickly and easily, 
and stores into its rugged storage bag ready for your next adventure. An included strap with 
hooks secures your swag to the stretcher via the peg down points on the head end of your 
ARB swag and by using the included pack up/roll up straps sewn into the ARB swag you can 
secure the base. The quick-connect boot bag, supplied standard with the ARB Stretcher, 
keeps your boots and other essential items off the ground and safe from creepy crawlies.
 > Easy connect boot bag – great for storage of your boots and other personal items
 > Quick fold system makes 

pack up a breeze
 > Anti-rock feature to keep 

you steady and still for the 
entire night.

 > 600D nylon padded top, 
providing comfort and 
support

 > Heavy-duty steel frame
 > 600D nylon storage bag
 > Weight rating - 150kg
 > Pack weight - 12kg
 > Open size (LxWxH) - 2,110 x 

820 x 460mm
 > Pack down size (LxWxH) - 

1,050 x 210 x 210mm

ARB Quick Fold Stretcher
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ARB Pureview 800 Torch
10500070
The ARB Pureview Torch 800 is a rugged and versatile torch. 
With a beam distance of up to 300m, this torch provides 
excellent distance.
Features & Benefits
> 800 lumens
> LUMINUS® SST40 with 50,000hr life span
> 300m beam distance
> 2600mah 18650 li-ion battery
> High, medium, low & strobe
> 5000-8300k colour temp
> 800 lumens high - 1.5 hours runtime
> 400 lumens medium - 4 hours runtime
> 200 lumens low - 7 hours runtime
> Strobe - 20 hours runtime
> Hidden micro USB charge port internal 

charging with charge indicator
> IP55 dust/mud/water resistant
> Polycarbonate shatter-proof lens
> Quality braided USB cable
> Tested to world standard ANSI ratings
> Aircraft grade anodised aluminium
> Includes lanyard and magnetic belt pouch
> Laser etched ARB logos
Technical Specifications
> Beam distance - 300m/984ft
> Lumens - 800 high, 400 medium, 200 low
> LED type - LUMINUS® SST40
> Battery - 3.7V 2600mah 18650 li-ion battery
> Runtime - 8 hours - low, 4 hours - medium, 1.5 hours - high & 

20 hours - strobe
> IP rating - IP55 (Dust/mud & high-pressure water resistant)
> Charge time - Up to 4 hours via USB charge cable
> Accessories - Micro USB high current braided cable, belt 

pouch
> Certificates - CE & RCM(SAA)

More information about these ARB torches
is available online at www.britpart.com

ARB LED Head Lamp
10500050
> Up to seven hours run time, the head lamp
> Comfortable adjustable elastic head band
> Adjustable hinge for vertical beam adjustment
> Focus adjustment for wide or narrow beam
> Three lighting modes: 300 lumen beam, 180 lumen beam 

or flashing mode > Anodised aluminium
> 5W, 6500K Cree LED  body
> Runs on 3 x AAA batteries > Weight - 162g

ARB products available in the UK only.

OME BP-51 Water Bottle
217615
Make a statement every time you take a sip. With a gloss black finish 
and printed BP-51 logo, this double walled stainless steel bottle 
features polished end caps, a unique flip top straw, screw on top lid 
and 400ml capacity.

10500050

215717

10500070

CAMPING EQUIPMENT
Torches & Lights

Flip-Flops

Water Bottle & Camper Tumbler

ARB Flip-flops
217554 Size - 7 to 8
Kick back and enjoy the 
warmer weather with a pair 
of ARB flip-flops. Featuring a 
topographical print for added 
interest and high grade 
polyethylene for superior 
comfort and durability. These 
flip-flops will keep you 
comfortable all day long.

ARB Camper Tumbler
217938
Your drink companion, the Camper Tumbler, is just what you need 
on warm summer days out on the tracks. The insulated 304 stainless 
steel inner holds 300ml of your chosen beverage. The Camper 
Tumbler has bold ARB branding on the outer, a modern black finish 
with a flat base for stability. 

ARB Horizon Work Light
10500080
This work light has a wireless charger included and is 
compatible with any QI certified wireless smart device & 
charged via type-C USB cable. The wireless charging base 
has rare earth magnets built in for auto locating the light 
to the correct charging area and also making it stick to all 
good metal surfaces. Included are touch tape straps to 
assist with holding the light in place for those bumpy roads. 
 > 3200mAh @ 5V power bank Li-Ion battery
 > Large COB work/front light - 50-500Lm
 > Flash/top light - 150Lm
 > Digital smooth dimming control work light
 > Dual function switch - 1 press battery indicator, 2 presses 

power on
 > Flush mount dual control switch
 > Aluminium extruded body
 > Magnetic mounting and hooks
 > 2-20hr Run time (High to Low)
 > Three colour charging indicator
 > Type-C USB charging cord
 > IP54 water and dust resistant
 > QI Certified wireless charging base - suitable for phones, 

earphones etc
 > Magnetic attachments for mounting and charging
 > Touch tape fasteners for additional securing
 > CE, FCC, RCM, RoHS, BC & PROP 65 approved and 

meets or exceeds standards required

 ARB Horizon Area Light 
 10500085
Great for additional lighting around 
the campsite or for those unfortunate 
breakdowns. Having the ability to charge 
the battery and run the light at the same 

time is a big plus to withdraw limits on battery capacity. 
 > 4000mAh @ 5V power bank
 > Li-Ion battery - 7V
 > Lumens - 1000/2000 Lumens
 > High powered COB LED - Flood light beam
 > High pressure die-cast aluminium body
 > 2-4hr Run time on battery (high to low)
 > Charge & run at the same time
 > 8.4V 2.4A charger included
 > IP67 water and dust resistant
 > Magnetic swivel mounting base with rubber feet
 > CE, FCC, RCM, RoHS, BC & PROP 65 approved and meets 

or exceeds standards required

ARB Horizon Flash Light
10500073
The perfect companion for getting around at night on foot. 
Inbuilt battery indicator will ensure you don’t get caught with 
flat batteries. The added ability for the light to charge phones 
is your perfect backup for blackouts at home or emergencies. 

 > 4000mAh @ 5V power bank Li-Ion battery
 > Lumens - 60-600Lm
 > Digital smooth dimming control
 > Recessed dual function switch - 1 press battery indicator, 2 presses power on
 > Coloured battery indicator
 > Aluminium extruded body
 > 180m beam distance @ 1 Lux
 > 2-20hr Run time (high to low)
 > Type-C & type A braided cord – can be used as carry handle also
 > IP54 water and dust resistant
 > CE, FCC, RCM, RoHS, BC & PROP 65 approved and meets or exceeds standards required

Old Man Emu NitroLight Pack
215717
Mini LED Light
> Compact & lightweight
> Cordless rechargeable battery
> 20 LED lights
> Up to 2 hours run time full power & 4 hours half power
> 12V DC lead and adaptor
> 400 lumen & 10W output
> Dual magnetic mounts & single hook mount
> Water & shock resistant
> LED life expectancy of 50,000 hours
LED Head Torch
> 5W CREE LED light
> Aluminium body
> Three lamp functions
> Adjustable elastic strap

> Batteries included
> Adjustable beam width
> Lamp colour - 6500K
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Trasharoos

The Trasharoo is a spare wheel mounted rubbish carry bag. 
It is the ultimate solution for keeping rubbish, along with their 
unwanted smells and leaks out of your vehicle. But it isn’t just 
ideal for storing rubbish, Trasharoo is perfect for storing and 
carrying - 
> Wet suits & surfing gear
> Muddy boots & clothes
> Firewood & charcoal
> Off-road recovery gear

Features
> Fits a standard rubbish bag for ease of removing rubbish
> Drawstring to keep rubbish secure
> Will fit any tyre up to 40”
> Designed to carry up to 22kg
> Made from high quality 900 denier canvas
> Water resistant interior coating for bad weather
> All buckles and straps are double stitched
> Built in flap zipper for storage of rubbish bags, gloves 

straps etc
> ‘X’ strap design keeps the bag secure over thousands of 

miles

> Drainage holes for any unexpected leaks
> Slide over nylon covers to protect buckles from UV rays 

and dirt
> Mesh elastic pockets and Molle straps for added storage
> Can be used as an emergency back pack

DA1591 DA1592 DA1593

The ultimate solution for keeping 
rubbish out of your vehicle

ARB Track Pack
ARB4305 
This versatile Track Pack provides storage for unwanted 
smelly rubbish and recyclables. Keep your rubbish sorted 
with unique internal dividers to create dual compartments, 
one for recyclables and one for general waste. The Track 
Pack can also be used to keep wet towels and clothes from 
a day at the beach or additional storage for dirty items or 
recovery gear. More information available online.
 > Large twin main compartments - overall 60 litres of space
 > Centre removable divider for organization of rubbish or 

gear
 > Top lid organiser for keys, rubbish bags or sunscreen
 > Twin side pockets with shackle holders
 > Full mesh base for easy clean out
 > Suits tyres up to 35”
 > Reflective strips for safety
 > Three point harness with anti-slouch strap
 > Security strap to deter thieves from stealing your bag
 > Includes built-in bottle opener

Spare Tyre Storage
CAMPING EQUIPMENT

 
 
 
 
 
DA1591 Black
DA1592 Beige
DA1593 Green

Expedition Boxes

DA9993 NEW
Low Lid Expedition Box
External Dimensions 
510mm L x 400mm W x 230mm H
Internal Dimensions 
450mm L x 340mm W x 205mm H

DA9994 NEW
High Lid Expedition Box
External Dimensions 
510mm L x 400mm W x 295mm H
Internal Dimensions 
450mm L x 340mm W x 293.5mm H

Manufactured from super tough black high density 
polyethylene plastic, the boxes lock tight with catches and 
feature a ribbed structure for additional strength. The boxes 
can be stacked on top of each other, with the base fitting firmly 
with the lid below reducing shifting of cargo in transit. Given 
the rigid structure of the boxes, ratchet straps can be used to 
hold boxes in position without damaging any of the contents.
The storage capabilities of these boxes are limitless - from 
camping equipment, food supplies, recovery equipment, 
camera supplies and much more. Enabling you to keep your 
packing space organised and easy to access, whether that be 
in the boot or on the roof rack. The boxes are big enough to 
hold your supplies, whilst still being easy to lift in and out of 
your vehicle and are available in low and high lid options.
Features
 > Durable high density 

polyethylene plastic
 > Lock tight with catches
 > Integrated grab handles

 > Water resistant
 > Drainage holes
 > Stackable
 > Ribbed structure

DA9993

DA9994

Stay organised & keep your equipment protected with these durable, stackable storage units. 

Boxes showed stacked - supplied as singles

DA9994
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ARB Stormproof Bags ARB Utility Case

ARB Discovery Back Pack

The ARB Stormproof bags have a large roll-up (non-zip) 
opening - perfect access for packing and unpacking your 
contents. This unique roll-up opening with side tie down 
buckles creates a waterproof and dustproof environment, 
allowing you to store your cargo bag outside or transport it 
on your ARB roof rack. All ARB Stormproof bags now feature 
looped webbing straps on each side of the bag. The larger 
end loops accommodate tie down straps to retain your 
bag on the roof rack during transport with the other loop 
webbing straps suitable for attaching additional gear or 
hooks to the exterior of your ARB bag.
Features & Benefits
> Polyester waterproof shell
> PVC abrasion resistant base materials
> New gear loops
> Quick release buckles
> Tie down loops, perfect for ratchet tie downs
 (fits ARB tie downs and others)
> Stone coloured polyester
> Strong double stitched webbing carry handle
> Exterior mesh quick access pocket
> Convenient shoulder strap included
> Styled ARB logo
10100350 Large
Capacity - 110 litres
Size - 900 L x 400mm D Weight - 1kg
10100330 Medium
Capacity - 70 litres
Size - 680 L x 340mm D Weight - 0.80kg
10100300 Small
Capacity - 50 litres
Size - 590 L x 320mm D Weight - 0.74kg

217430
The ARB Discovery Back Pack features two side mesh 
pockets, one made to fit a drink bottle with elastic draw 
cord and toggle, and a padded laptop pocket. There is also 
a headphone pocket at the top of the back pack for easy 
access and a pocket at the front with a phone and pen 
holder as well as a zippered mesh pocket to keep your 
keys and other small bits and pieces safe. The padded 
back panel makes this bag one comfy and stylish way 
to carry your belongings everyday!

ARB-4344
The ARB Utility Case makes finding 
your gear when you arrive at your 
destination nice and easy. It has a total 
of eighteen storage pockets that are 
perfect for storing cutlery, cooking 
utensils and other trail necessities with 
the added feature of a large removable 
pocket. The internal permanent pocket 
provides storage for plates. The inner 
compartment is built with heavy-duty 
mesh sections for storage of quick-to-
reach items such as napkins, spices, 
or sauces. Housing all of your kitchen 
utensils is ten various sized smaller 
pockets with secure straps to keep your 
utensils from moving around. On the 
sides are slip pockets for small  

 
chopping boards or other flat objects. 
Finally, a paper towel roll holder enables 
a quick clean-up and is secured with 
easy-slide steel buckles. Not only is this 
utility case great for your kitchen setup, 
it can also function as a trail tool kit. 
The utility case can be zipped up using 
the heavy-duty zipper providing easy 
access to your kit anytime.
 
Features & Benefits
> 18 various size pockets for all your 

storage needs
> Great for cooking utensils & cutlery, 

or tools
> Handy removable pocket to store 

camping mugs or bulky items

> Removable pocket has velcro/hook 
touch tape so it can be secured to 
drawer carpet

> Webbing straps with metal hooks to 
allow suspension from the ARB Track 
Shelter or ARB Awning

> Webbing strap to hold your paper 
towel roll

> Rubber grip handle for carrying
> Heavy-duty zipper to close neatly for 

stowage in an ARB Drawer system
> Rubber ring pull to glide zipper open 

and closed - great if you’re wearing 
gloves

> Made from 600D heavy-duty poly 
Oxford material

ARB products available 
in the UK only.

Features
 > 600D PU coated heavy-duty Oxford nylon
 > Durable webbing handles making it easy to move or carry
 > Zippered top to keep contents secure and clean
 > ID label holders to help identify contents quickly
 > Removable dividers that are movable and removable – for 

large & medium sizes
 > Additional dividers sold separately
 > Folds flat when not in use - easy to store & maximize space
 > Matches colour and styling of the ARB Cargo product 

range
 > Easy clean interior with PU coated nylon

ARB Cargo Organisers
Finding places to put objects of all shapes and sizes to 
maximize your space is a challenge and an art form. Having 
a place for everything and everything in its place removes 
the guesswork of finding your cargo when you pull up at your 
next destination. The solution is these ARB Cargo Organisers.
10100371 Small 400 W x 160 D x 180mm H
10100372 Medium 600 W x 200 D x 180mm H
10100373 Large 400 W x 400 D x 180mm H
ARB Cargo Dividers
10100374 4 pack Suitable for medium Cargo organiser
10100375 2 pack Suitable for large Cargo organiser

ARB Cargo Organisers

10100371 10100372

1010037510100373

CAMPING EQUIPMENT
Camping Bags & Cases

ARB Toiletries Bag
ARB Toiletries Bag
ARB4209
The ARB toiletries bag 
features ample space 
for two people and 
enough organisation 
compartments to keep 
all your items neatly in 
place on your next trip. 
Mesh pockets allow for 
good drainage, whilst 
the inclusion of a mirror 
ensures you look your 
best when next on the 
trails or heading off to 
the pub for dinner after a 
day out on the tracks.
 > PVC outer shell
 > Modern charcoal finish 

with red highlights
 > Up to 6 mesh storage 

pockets
 > Mirror
 > Storage loops
 > Hanging hook
 > Contents not included

10100300
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Navigator Camping Gear

Navigator Outdoor 
Storage Buddy
NAV021
 > Made to attach to the 

Navigator Awning Buddy
 > Can also be connected 

to the Navigator Kitchen 
Buddy

 > Corner eyelets to fasten 
to camping ridge poles 
(cable ties not included)

 > Buckles with webbing to fasten to camping ridge poles
 > 3 x handy mesh pockets
 > Large zip storage compartment featuring 10 sectioned 

shelves
 > Versatile storage solutions
 > Organise your shoes/kids toys/bulky and light pantry items
 > Attach the Navigator Outdoor Buddy for more storage 

space
 > On the reverse side the Outdoor Storage Buddy features 

another 7 x large sleeve pockets
 > 700 x 500mm

Navigator Collapsible 
Bin Buddy 
NAV027
 > Large heavy gauge 

zipper opening with 
clip in buckles to keep 
birds and flies out and 
trap the smells in

 > Heavy-duty sealed lining 
for moisture protection, making 
it easy to clean

 > Grab handles on each side
 > Large zip pocket at the front to store spare bin liners
 > 4 x metal ‘D’ rings to keep in place on windy days
 > Large access zipper at the back for frame assembly
 > Folds completely flat when not in use
 > Always use a rubbish bin liner with your Bin Buddy
 > Fits 82 litre bin bags
 > 400 x 400 x 600mm

Navigator Collapsible 
Laundry Buddy
NAV018
 > Large heavy gauge zipper 

featuring rubber mesh venting
 > Heavy-duty sealed lining for 

moisture protection and easy cleaning
 > Removable shoulder strap designed to carry dirty washing 

to the laundry, complete with grab handles on each side
 > Large front zip pocket to store shoulder strap and coins for 

the laundry
 > Large access zipper at the back for frame assembly
 > Folds completely flat when not in use
 > 300 x 450 x 700mm

Navigator Hose 
Sullage Buddy
NAV022
 > Storage of sullage hose made easy
 > Full length twin zipper for complete access
 > Zipped trap door on lid to make pack up easy
 > Side rubber mesh panels to allow moisture to escape
 > Front rubber handle complete with side grab handles
 > Rubber base with 

heavy-duty feet
 > 2 x access points at back 

of bag
 > 350 x 500 x 150mm

Navigator Utility Buddy
NAV023

 > Storage for all your caravan utilities made easy
 > Full length twin zipper for complete access
 > Interchangeable woven badges to identify contents
 > Side rubber mesh panels to allow moisture to escape
 > Front rubber handle complete with side grab handles
 > Rubber base with heavy duty feet
 > Multiple uses:
 > Store fresh water hose and fittings
 > Store your power leads and accessories
 > Store guy ropes and pegs
 > Removable internal zip pocket to store additional 

accessories
 > 2 x access points to back of bag
 > 300 x 480 x 150mm – main utility buddy
 > 230 x 100mm - removable pocket

*Hose, fittings, power leads, guy ropes and pegs not included

Navigator Awning Buddy 
NAV1002 
Single Pack
NAV2002 
Twin Pack
 > Made to fit into sail track on caravan awning 

and most 4WD awnings
 > 7mm spline, will fit most caravan awning barrels
 > Eyelet allows use on camper trailer and 4WD awnings
 > Magnets to hold bottle opener
 > Reflector tape at base for safety
 > Includes storage bag
 > Fitted with two female buckles to allow use with Navigator 

Kitchen Buddy & Navigator Outdoor Storage Buddy
 > 50 x 2100mm

Navigator Gear - At Your Campsite

NAV1002

Campsite Accessories
CAMPING EQUIPMENT

Navigator 
Mini-Bin Buddy
NAV032
 > Hard moulded lid 

with zipper to keep 
in odours

 > Heavy duty sealed 
lining for moisture 
protection, making it 
easy to clean

 > Grab handles on each 
side

 > Zip pocket at the front to store 
spare bin liners

 > Access zipper at the back for frame assembly
 > Folds completely flat when not in use
 > Fits 32 litre bin bags
 > 250 x 290 x 400mm

Navigator Fire Wood Buddy
NAV036
 > Robust double layer fabric
 > PVC base with internal 

semi-rigid membrane
 > Strong webbing carry 

handles with extra large 
padded handle

 > Zip pocket for storing 
gloves

 > Folds flat for easy storage
 > Weight rating - 32kg
 > 400 x 580mm

*Wood not included

Navigator is an outdoor 
caravan, camping & adventure 
brand that provides accessories 
with a purpose for the modern-
day nomad to assist in getting 
the best experience with as little 
stress as possible.

Navigator products available in the UK only.

Navigator Compact Shovel Buddy With Bag
NAV040
 > Handle has two adjustable lengths - 820 & 650mm - perfect 

to get into tight spots around wheels
 > Made from lightweight anodized aluminium
 > Three parts disconnect for compact storage
 > Comes with quality zipped soft bag for ease of storage and 

protection - when stored in bag: 440 x 60 x 230mm
 > Stores easily into 4WD’s, caravans & campers
 > Great for around the campsite to minor beach recovery in 

sand
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Navigator Quick 
Fix Seat Buddy
NAV009
 > Quick and easy organiser 

for children
 > Clear PVC pocket for iPad 

storage (can store iPad up 
to 12”)

 > Pocket designed to store 
iPad complete with its 
protective case

 > PVC pocket is fingertip friendly 
enabling you to use the iPad 
whilst it is stored

 > 2 x large mesh and sleeve pockets to store 
colouring books and pencils

 > Simple set and pack-up using head rest strap and 
base elasticated hook

 > Folds into carry case for your child to take with 
them for security when leaving the vehicle

 > Main compartment - 280 x 460mm
*iPad not included

Navigator Gear - In Your Vehicle

Navigator Visor Buddy
NAV007
 > Installs quick and easy onto 

most vehicle sun visors
 > 1 x mesh pocket for storage 

of business cards/note pad/
swipe cards

 > Heavy-duty ‘criss cross’ elastic 
bands for organized storage 
of multiple items e.g. pens, 
sunglasses, remote controls 
for gates/garage doors

 > 350 x 170mm
*Pens, etc not included

Build It - 
Seat Buddy
NAV024
 > Fashionable & 

practical storage 
organiser for your 
vehicle

 > iPad flat strap 
located at the top

 > 3 x pockets across 
the centre - 
2 x open, 
1 x zippered

 > Huge zipper across 
the bottom with soft 
protective lining

 > 3 x rows of webbing 
loops across the top and also 
on the base pocket to allow 
maximum storage options to suit

 > Installs quickly and easily with head rest strap and 
elasticated base hooks

 > Folds flat in half to pack away conveniently when empty
 > Versatile storage solutions

Build It - 
Pocket Buddy
NAV025
 > Can only be used 

in conjunction with
 > the Build It Seat Buddy
 > Features 3 x bellow pockets, 2 with velcro flaps & 1 with zip 

closure
 > Bellow pockets include additional sleeve pockets, making it 

a total of 6 pockets
 > 4 x military style press studded webbing straps across the 

back allowing quick application or removal
Build It - Kids Pocket Buddy
NAV026
 > Can only be used in conjunction with the Build It Seat Buddy
 > Generous insulated drink bottle holder with bungee cord
 > Built in neoprene pencil case with zipper
 > Three sleeve pockets to store colouring books and the 

‘Babysitter’ aka iPad
 > Four military style press studded webbing straps across the 

back allowing quick application or removal

NAV025

NAV024

NAV026

Navigator Camping Gear

Navigator Carabiner 
Keyring
NAV013
 > Total length - 145mm
 > Carabiner - 65 x 35mm
 > Keyring - 95 x 25mm

Note - Not to be used for 
rock climbing. Single.

Navigator is an outdoor 
caravan, camping & 
adventure label that 
provides accessories and 
tools for the modern-
day nomad to assist 
in getting the best 
possible experience 
with as little stress as 
possible. Navigator 
uses premium quality 
materials tested by their 
team of avid outdoor 
enthusiasts together 
with the experience of 
manufacturing products 
in the 4WD industry for 
over 15 years.

CAMPING EQUIPMENT
Campsite Accessories

Navigator Dashboard Buddy
NAV008
 > Dashboard solution to store tissues, mobile, pens, sunglasses & receipts etc
 > Genuine Velcro brand adhesive
 > 240 x 170mm                                               *Glasses, tissues etc not includedNavigator products available in the UK only.
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Campsite Accessories
CAMPING EQUIPMENT

Navigator Microwave Dish* Buddy
NAV014
 > Clever and simple - slide the microwave 

dish into the Microwave Dish Buddy, zip 
close, place back into the microwave for 
protection through all your journeys both on 
and off road

 > Features padded layers to protect 
microwave dish

 > Stylish zipper with carry handle
 > Fits most microwave plates (up to 320mm 

diameter)
 > Remove microwave dish from the Dish 

Buddy before use
 > 330 x 330mm

*Microwave dish not included

Navigator Gear - In Your Campsite Kitchen

Navigator 
Kitchen Buddy
NAV020
 > Made to attach to the Navigator Awning Buddy
 > Can also be connected to the Navigator Outdoor Storage 

Buddy
 > Corner eyelets to fasten to camping ridge poles (cable ties 

not included)
 > Buckles with webbing to fasten to camping ridge poles
 > Magnet to hold Navigator bottle opener
 > 8 x sleeve pockets for organising cooking utensils
 > 4 x mesh pockets to store cooking spices
 > Large lower storage pocket with zip closure
 > 2 x large handy sleeve pockets
 > Folds in half for convenient storage
 > 700 x 50mm

* Cutlery and spices not included

Navigator Pantry Jar Buddy 
NAV016
 > Pack of 3
 > Padded pantry protection
 > Protects glass containing 

food & liquid
 > Quick and easy to apply
 > Conveniently stores flat 

when not in use
 > Reversible Velcro to allow 

each buddy to be attached 
together

 > Fully adjustable to fit most 
standard jars

 > Create any shape to fill 
voids in the pantry

 > 100% neoprene
*Jars not included

Navigator Pantry Wine 
Buddy
NAV029
 > Pack of 3
 > Padded pantry protection
 > Protects large glass bottles
 > Quick and easy to apply.
 > Conveniently stores flat 

when not in use.
 > Reversible Velcro to allow 

each buddy to be attached 
together.

 > Fully adjustable to fit most 
standard jars

 > Create any shape to fill 
voids in the pantry

 > 100% neoprene
*Wine not included

Navigator Camping Gear

Navigator Collapsible Wine Glass Buddy
NAV034
 > Use in caravan, 4WD or general camping to 

protect precious glassware
 > Hard top with zip closure
 > Removable dividers to fold flat
 > Folds completely flat for storage
 > Accommodates 4 wine glasses - 330ml
 > 175 x 175 x 210mm

*Glasses not included Navigator products available in the UK only.
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Campsite Accessories

10500200 
This is a seriously sturdy and versatile fire pit that will be just as useful at home entertaining guests in the backyard, as it will be at your favourite campsite. A fire pit for camping has to be 
portable and while the design of the ARB Fire Pit might not scream “revolution”, they have added some key elements that make a good design great. The base structure of the fire pit is a 
five-piece assembly, slotting together without requiring any tools. To ensure longevity and improved heat retention, all pieces are cut from a solid three-millimetre sheet of REDCOR® steel. A 
base plate ensures the coals and associated heat remain in the pit, while the top edges are folded with integrated tabs to secure the included cooking grill. It is also designed to suit your own 
sourced cast iron BBQ plates and rotisserie. The included cooking grill utilises half of the fire pit’s top opening and features both a grill and hotplate section. The cooking grill is made from 4mm 
mild steel and can be seasoned with cooking oil and a quality fire. The whole unit collapses down and fits neatly into the supplied Australian made canvas carry bag. 
Weathered Look
REDCOR® is a new class of steel that won’t rust, but will weather to a nice patina. This look and finish are the actual desired look and finish of this material and is not a warranty concern. The 
steel was specifically picked to do this and some customers may have concern around this, but this is the finish and look we aimed for. The patina will actually provide additional protection to 
the fire pit and keep in good use for years to come.

ARB Fire Pit

Ride On Suitcases

Make travelling with kids fun with the Range Rover Sport SVR convertible kid’s ride on and suitcase! This beautifully crafted 
officially licensed scale model of a real Range Rover can be used as a pull along suitcase but the really clever bit is that it 
also converts quickly and easily into a fun kids’ ride on toy. Ideal for parents travelling with kids as it is will keep kids amused 
while travelling – perfect for planes, trains or cars and for playing on when you get to your destination too. It is a must have 
accessory for all little Range Rover fans! It is big enough to hold everything you need in your hand luggage including toys, 
clothes and games but also not too bulky 
to be pulled along using the pull-out 
handle. It is quick and easy to convert 
it into a kids’ ride on car toy with the 
clever fold up handle – kids can 
 push themselves around plus it 
 makes a great seat for kids to 
 sit on while in queues for 
 check in too! 
  Suitable for 
  age 2+ years.

Converts quickly and easily into a 
fun kids’ ride

DA1836 Red
DA1835 White
DA1837 Blue

Max recommended 
user weight: 23kg. 
Product size: 
548 L x 296 W x 
223mm D

Key Features
 > Keeps fire contained and controlled
 > Included mild steel cooking plate  

• Can be used to cook directly on once seasoned
 • Perfect for boiling camp kettles or keeping cooked food warm
 • Mounting tabs for 320 x 480mm cast iron plates (not included)
 > REDCOR® steel by BlueScope - high heat handling and only rusts/weathers to a nice patina 

finish 
 > Flat folding design and packs into strong 10oz canvas bag 
 > Rotisserie mounting holes (rotisserie not included) 
 > 4x Included bottle openers 

Technical Specifications 
 > 3mm REDCOR® steel by BlueScope 
 > Cooking grill - 4mm mild steel 
 > Carry bag - 10oz canvas bag with strap 
 > Weight - 18kg
 > Packed dimensions (LxWxH) - 600 x 300 x 35mm
 > Open dimensions (LxWxH) - 600 x 496mm x 300mm
 > Cooking grill dimensions (LxW) - 580 x 272mm
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ARB BASE Rack

ARB BASE Racks 
Introducing the next phase in roof rack evolution, the ARB BASE Rack. Ultra-sleek, boasting 
a low mounting profile and lightweight design, the ARB BASE Rack incorporates a unique 
dovetail accessory mounting system that makes attaching and removing accessories easier, 
faster and more secure. When developing ARB’s BASE Rack one of the requirements of our 
engineering team was to have a complete roof rack system – racks, mounts, guard rails and 
equally important, a wide range of BASE Rack accessories. The dovetail attachment point of 
the BASE Rack provides a number of advantages to traditional accessory fitment on racks 
including: 
 > Accessories can be fitted anywhere on the dovetail feature either on the perimeter of the 

rack or on the front or rear of each cross beam. No need to slide along a t-slot with defined 
entry and exit points. 

 > Easy clean dovetail surface does not accumulate dirt and debris. 
 > Minimal tools required for fitment of BASE Rack accessories which greatly adds to 

the modular nature of the rack. Accessories can be quickly and easily removed when 
not required if there are height restrictions. For example, for low garage entry or an 
underground car park, and then refitted on the weekend for camping trips. 

 > Integrated channel within the BASE Rack structure for wiring of auxiliary lighting, solar panels 
or antennas.

 
Key Features 
 > Constructed from extruded aluminium beams featuring rigid internal bracing 
 > Fully welded construction (excluding corner caps) 
 > BASE Rack comes fully assembled ready to fit to mount brackets (sold separately) 
 > Integrit textured black powder-coat finish 
 > Strength through design requires no additional cross bars 
 > Dovetail accessory attachment design allows easy to install one handed attachment for 

various accessories 
 > Provision for easy running of wiring within the BASE Rack assembly 

Rack Assembly 
 > Fully welded construction (excluding corner caps) 
 > Comes fully assembled – no additional assembly required to fit the rack to mounting system 
 > Controlled welds to ensure that the height of the weld doesn’t impede on loading and 

unloading of the rack 
Rack Beams 
 > Common extruded aluminium cross beams 
 > Box piece beam with internal bracing for added strength and rigidity 
 > Dovetail on both front and rear of each cross beam allowing for greater flexibility for the 

location of accessory fitment 
 > Beams run perpendicular to the vehicle to greatly assist in strength of the rack and ease of 

loading and unloading of longer items 
Rack Longitudinal Side Beams 
 > Specific extruded longitudinal side beams features provision for running wiring within the 

beam through provided blanking plugs 
 > Internal bracing greatly adds to strength without added external dimensions 
 > Dovetail on exterior edge only 

Rack Corner Caps 
 > Die-cast, UV resistant aluminium corner caps 
 > Bottom section is plastic to enable easy drilling for running of wiring

*Not Defender 2020 model    Rack Guard Rail Rack Guard Rail 
Vehicle Make & Model BASE Rack Rack Size Rack Mount Kit Front ¼ Trade
Defender* 1770070 1,255 x 1,285mm 17900060 1780020 1780600
Defender* 1770020 1,545 x 1,285mm 17900060 1780020 1780110
Defender* 1770030 1,835 x 1,285mm 17900050 1780020 1780120
Defender* 1770040 2,125 x 1,285mm 17900050 1780020 1780130
Range Rover Classic 1770070 1,255 x 1,285mm 17900020 1780020 1780600
Range Rover Classic 1770020 1,545 x 1,285mm 17900020 1780020 1780110
Range Rover Classic 1770030 1,835 x 1,285mm 17900010 1780020 1780120
Range Rover Classic 1770040 2,125 x 1,285mm 17900010 1780020 1780130

ARB BASE Rack Gutter Mount Kits 
ARB BASE Rack gutter mount leg kits are based on ARB’s 
traditional roof rack fit kits but now finished in Integrit textured 
black and with support plates to suit the BASE Rack extrusion. 
Steel gutter runners with plastic sleeves are included to 
spread the load within the vehicles roof gutter. 
 > Maximum load per BASE Rack beam is 25kg. Net Payload of 

the rack is dependent on vehicle specifications. Loads must 
be evenly distributed and adequately secured 

 > Required tools for fitment: 10mm spanner x 1, 13mm spanner 
x 1, hex key (supplied in kit), tape measure

17900020 BASE Rack Gutter 4-leg H1 fitting kit 
Suits - 1770020 & 1770070 Weight of kit - 6.5kg
17900010 BASE Rack Gutter 6-leg H1 fitting kit
Suits - 1770030 & 1770040 Weight of kit - 10kg
17900060 BASE Rack Gutter 4-leg H2 fitting kit 
Suits - 1770020  Weight of kit - 6.5kg
17900050 BASE Rack Gutter 6-leg H2 fitting kit 
Suits - 1770030 & 1770040 Weight of kit - 10kg

Many more images & technical information available online www.britpart.com/BASE

Roof Racks
CAMPING EQUIPMENT

ARB products available 
in the UK only.

Note - Please be aware that with speeds over 50mph you may hear air 
noise, which will come from rack area. Due to this we strongly recommend 
to use ARB LED bar, which is designed to decrease noise.

  No. of  Weight Carrying 
Part Number  Beams Dimensions (approx) Capacity
1770070 BASE Rack  4 1,255 x 1,285mm 14.3kg 100kg
1770020 BASE Rack  5 1,545 x 1,285mm 17.1kg 125kg
1770030 BASE Rack   7 1,835 x 1,285mm 19.9kg 175kg
1770040 BASE Rack  8 2,125 x 1,285mm 22.8kg 200kg
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Roof Racks

ARB BASE Rack - Accessories
ARB’s BASE Rack has been designed around the premise of “Build, Attach, Set, Explore” 
allowing customers to set up, and importantly, change how the rack is configured and used. 
When developing ARB’s BASE Rack one of the requirements of the engineering team was to 
have a complete roof rack system - racks, mounts, guard rails and equally important, a wide 
range of BASE Rack accessories. The dovetail attachment point of the BASE Rack provides a 
number of advantages to traditional accessory fitment on racks including: 
 > Accessories can be fitted anywhere on the dovetail feature either on the perimeter of the 

rack or on the front or rear of each cross beam. No need to slide along a t-slot with defined 
entry and exit points. 

 > Easy clean dovetail surface does not accumulate dirt and debris. 
 > Minimal tools required for fitment of BASE Rack accessories which greatly adds to the 

modular nature of the rack. Accessories can be quickly and easily removed when not 
required if there are height restrictions. For example, for low garage entry or an underground 
car park, and then refitted on the weekend for camping trips. 

 > Integrated channel within the BASE Rack structure for wiring of auxiliary lighting, solar panels 
or antennas.

ARB BASE Rack LED Slimline Roof Rack Light Bar 
1780500
Complementing the sleek design of the ARB BASE Rack, the light bar uses a uniquely 
tuned reflector design and pumps out a competitive 1 lux @ 728m with up to 60m of spread. 
Manufactured from extruded aluminium with high pressure die cast aluminium caps. The body 
is fully powder coated in a stealth black finish, with a light tint added to the polycarbonate lens.
Using the mounting system built into the rack allows the light to be setup in minutes with two 
different mounting options - in front of the rack or below the rack. . All brackets are included 
with the light. Technical Specifications - see website.

Trade Guard Rail 
Great for loading longer 
items such as timber or ladders. 
1780600 1,255mm long 2.3kg 
Suits racks - 1770070
1780110 1,545mm long 3kg 
Suits racks - 1770020
1780120 1,835mm long 3.5kg 
Suits racks - 1770030
1780130 2,125mm long 4kg 
Suits racks - 1770040

¼ Guard Rail 
Perfect for campers providing a level mount 
for a rooftop tent whilst still providing guard 
rail load security at the front or rear of the rack 
depending on set up.
1780020 1,285mm 3kg 
Suits racks - 1770020/1770030/1770040

Rack Roller Kits
1780360 Rack Roller Kit 1,025mm
1780365 Rack Roller Kit 1,185mm
The roller helps your equipment to glide 
onto the rack making it easy to load the rack. 
Can attach to the dovetail track anywhere 
on the perimeter. Made from powder-coated 
aluminium. Full-width, low-profile roller.

Spare Wheel Y-Strap
1780380
These effective ratchet strap systems secure 
the tyre in three points on the rack. The 
unique dovetail clip which offers a positive 
connection directly to the rack at all three 
points. 400lbs lashing capacity to 
AS/NZS4380:2001 Adjustable one inch straps 
suit most tyre sizes. Supplied with carry bag.

Spring Loaded Tie Down
1780210
Quick-attach spring-loaded tie-downs are easy 
to use with a simple one-handed operation. 
The tie-downs twist on & twist off. Provides a 
lashing point for ratchet straps Designed to be 
taken off the rack when not in use by a simple 
half turn. Made from stainless steel. Pair.

Jerry Can Holders 
1780350 Double - Horizontal
1780340 Double - Vertical*
1780330 Single - Horizontal
1780320 Single - Vertical*
Allows easy fitment jerry cans to your BASE 
Rack. Double holders secure to two beams, 
single to one beam or spans between beam. 
Strap included. *Provision for water tap.

Hi-Lift™ Jack Premium Brackets
1780280 
Quick-release loading and unloading of 
jack with two hinged cradles. It incorporates 
provisions for a padlock to secure the jack to 
your vehicle. Can be mounted in the foot up or 
foot down position and positioned anywhere 
on the dovetail track on the perimeter. Made 
from strong, powder-coated steel.

Ratchet Straps
1780370
Ensure all your gear is safe and secure on 
your BASE Rack with these ratchet straps.  
They form a positive connection with the rack 
so there is no need for additional tie-down 
points. 25 x 3,000mm polyester webbing, 
330lbs lashing capacity to AS/NZS4380:2001. 
Supplied with carry bag. Pair.

Recovery Track Holder
1780310   Holder
T2QP112   Quick Release Pins - 2 Boards
T2QP162 Quick Release Pins - 4 Boards
4 piece fastening kit suitable for use with 
TRED Pro mounting systems. Can attach to the 
dovetail track at any point on the rack. Made 
from strong, corrosion-resistant steel.

Hi-Lift™ Jack Classic Brackets
1780290
The Classic jack holder keeps the jack 
secure with two eye bolts attached directly 
to the dovetail. The jack can be mounted 
in either the foot up or foot down position. 
Can attach to the dovetail track anywhere on 
the perimeter Made from strong, corrosion-
resistant steel. Includes rubber handle keeper.

Awning Brackets
1780240 Fixed
1780260 Quick-release
The Awning Bracket allows quick fitment of 
your awning. Easy to attach to the BASE Rack, 
simply secure onto the dovetail track on the 
rack, can be attached at any point. Height 
adjustable. Made from strong, powder-coated 
steel.

Gas Bottle Holder
1780250
Perfect for carrying a 2kg - 9kg gas bottle, 
comes complete with the base, ratchet strap 
and two fixing eye bolts and can be secured 
to an individual beam or span between 
beams. Eye bolts and strap included to 
secure the gas bottle. Durable baseplate with 
adjustable stainless steel locking bracket.

Rack Tie Down Eyebolts - Set of 4
1780200 
These eye bolt tie-downs are built tough to 
handle any load and terrain and provide a 
lashing point for ratchet straps. Design to stay 
securely on the BASE Rack when not in use. 
Made from strong, powder-coated aluminium 
with forged steel eye nuts. Set of 4.

T-slot Adaptor
1780230
For use with your existing T-slot compatible 
accessories. Allows fitment of accessories 
from a range of roof rack manufacturers. 
Uses a standard T-slot channel to accept 
T-slot mounted accessories. Can attach to the 
dovetail track at any point on the rack. Pair.

Many more images & 
technical information 

available online at
www.britpart.com/BASE
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DA2231  Sandtrack  Aluminium Pair
1,500 long x 390 wide x 4mm thick
DA5600 Waffle boards Fibreglass Pair
1,220 long x 260 wide x 50mm deep
Grey with gritted surface for extra traction

DA5601 Waffle boards Fibreglass Pair
1,220 long x 270 wide x 38mm deep 
Grey with gritted surface for extra traction
DA4587  Recovery tracks Plastic Pair
1,210 long x 325 wide x 60mm deep Max load - 3.5 tons

Special glass filled resin nylon 
teeth to reduce premature wear 

from wheel spin

ARB TRED Pro™ Recovery Boards
TREDPROBB Black/Black
TREDPROMGO Grey/Orange
Features
> Exotred™ unique and patented composite construction
> Sipe-Lock™ patented grip profile
> Unique nylon material for superior flex and durability
> Special glass filled resin nylon teeth to reduce 

premature wear from wheel spin
> Lower profile for stacking and storage
> Retro fit mounts to suit most recovery board mounting
 options
> Ergonomic handles for shovel control
> Contour ramp with real 4x4 tyre data, dimensions and 

tread patterns for optimized design
> The first recovery board to boast a lifetime warranty
> Made by four-wheel drivers for four-wheel drivers
> ARB unique colours and branding
Technical Specifications
> CAD modelled 4X4 tyre patterns for the right traction in
 the right place
> Unique two material composite over molded construction
> Patented composite 2-layer nylon design
> Glass filled nylon teeth
Dimensions
> 1,160mm x 330mm x 65mm
> Nested/stacked height – (one set/pair) 85mm

ARB TRED Pro™ Recovery Leash
TLOARB
Recovery leashes assist in locating your TRED Pros should 
they bury beyond sight after vehicle recovery. 1500mm length. 
Supplied as a pair.

ARB TRED Pro™ Mounting Kit
TPMK
TRED Pro mounting bracket has been designed to perfectly suit and secure the TRED Pro recovery boards. Designed to be 
easy to mount in a variety of ways and allows you to mount two sets (pairs) perfectly nested. Built with off-road enthusiasts 
in mind, the TRED Pro mounting bracket is made from corrosion resistant materials and a robust, durable design to ensure it 
satisfies the rugged conditions of the great outdoors.
> Corrosion resistant - made from the highest quality aluminium and polypropylene
> Lockable - using a 6mm padlock you can protect your TRED Pros from theft
> Quick release twist - for when you need to get your TRED Pro in a hurry
> Easy & versatile installation - tie, bolt or screw to virtually anywhere
Note - TRED Pro mounting bracket comes as a single unit. Depending on your fitting requirements you may need to purchase 
two units. Fastening hardware not included.

ARB TRED Pro™ Carry Bag
TPBAG
The TRED Pro carry bag is made from durable and waterproof 
canvas material. It features various gear storage pockets for 
your tow straps, shackles, winch blocks and anything else 
you need to carry. The extra-large front pocket is made from 
high quality UV stabilised mesh, great for keeping anything 
you need to dry out and doubles as a great rear wheel trash 
bag. The webbing straps will attach the bag to your rear wheel 
carrier, roof racks and anywhere else you can strap it down, 
they also double as great backpack straps. There is no other 
recovery gear bag like it. The TRED Pro carry bag has been 
designed to hold one set/pair of TRED Pro recovery boards.
Dimensions 
(when full)
Length - 1180mm
Width - 360mm
Depth - 100mm

ARB products available in the UK only.

DA5600DA2231

TREDPROBB

TPMK

DA4587

TREDPROMGO

TPBAG

Get yourself unstuck...

TLOARB

CAMPING EQUIPMENT
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Features

Motors 3.6Kw (4.8Hp) 
Heavy-duty series wound DC motor

3.6Kw (4.8Hp) 
Heavy-duty series wound DC motor

2.7Kw (3.6Hp)
Permanent magnetic DC motor

1.0Kw (1.5Hp)
Permanent magnetic DC motor

Volts Available 12 volts & 24 volts 12 volts & 24 volts 12 volts 12 volts

Steel Cable or
Dyneema Rope

Steel cable 
or Dyneema rope

Steel cable 
or Dyneema rope

Steel cable Steel cable

Weather & Dustproof 
Contactor Controls   
Planetary Gear System 
for Fast Line Speed    
Automatic Load 
Holding Brake   
Free Spooling    
Power In & Power Out    
Low Electric Current    
Hardened Drum  
Specifications

Rated Line Pull 
- single line

5,443kgs
12,000lbs

4,309kgs
9,500lbs

2,722kgs
6,000lbs

907kgs
2,000lbs

Gear Reduction Ratio 294:1 212:1 210:1 153:1

Motor Size 3.6Kw
4.8Hp

3.6Kw
4.8Hp

2.7Kw
3.6Hp

1.0Kw
1.5Hp

Drum Size - D x L 67 x 228mm
2.64 x 9”

67 x 228mm
2.64 x 9”

63 x 140mm
2.5 x 5.51”

32 x 71mm
1.26 x 2.8”

Steel Cable - size 9.53mm x 30.5m
0.38” x 100’

9.53mm x 30.5m
0.38” x 100’

7.94mm x 26m
0.31” x 85’

4mm x 15.2m
0.16” x 50’

Dyneema Rope - size 11mm x 28m
0.43” x 91.9’

11mm x 28m
0.43” x 91.9’

N/A N/A

Overall Dimensions 
- L x W x H

548 x 167 x 299mm
21.57 x 6.57 x 11.77”

548 x 167 x 299mm
21.57 x 6.57 x 11.77”

438 x 158 x 185mm
17.24 x 6.22 x 7.28”

320 x 105 x 111mm
12.6 x 4.13 x 4.35”

Steel Cable 
- net weight

43.0kgs
94.8lbs

43.0kgs
94.8lbs

31.8kgs
70.0lbs

6.6kgs
14.6lbs

Dyneema Rope 
- net weight

33.0kgs
72.8lbs

33.0kgs
72.8lbs

N/A N/A

Mounting Bolt Pattern 254 x 114.3mm
10 x 4.5”

254 x 114.3mm
10 x 4.5”

166 x 114.3mm
6.54 x 4.5”

48 x 76mm
1.89 x 3.0”

If you are serious about off-roading then a 
winch is an essential piece of kit. They are 
indispensable when getting yourself and others 
out of tricky situations.
The Britpart Pulling Power range of powerful and 
reliable electric winches all feature a planetary 
gear system for fast line speed, free spooling, 
power in & power out and low electric current. 
Now with the larger winches you have a choice 
of having the traditional steel cable fitted or 
Dyneema rope.
A full range of winching equipment is also 
available from Britpart - including; safety gear, 
bumpers, chocks, hooks, shackles & ropes.
Together with the winches you’ll be able to

on all 
Britpart
Winches

DB12000iR
Rated at IP67
for waterproofness & dustproofness

Britpart Winches

DB12000iR

‘Get to where you want to go!’

CAMPING EQUIPMENT
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Britpart 
The Grove, Craven Arms 
Shropshire, SY7 8DA

01588 672 711

arb@britpart.co.uk

www.britpart.com/camping


